Good morning everyone,

April 14, 2021 | 3 to 4 p.m.

Mason Science Faculty Meeting

on their powerful experiences and stories. This event is hosted by the Human Rights and Global Justice Initiative. Hear from four Mason student activists,

Resistence and Resilience: Student Activism and Well-being

This year's giving day for Mason Science will focus on supporting scholarship and funding for our graduate student population.

Thursday, April 8, 2021

Save the Date: Giving Day 2021

Refer to email for the meeting password.

April 1-2, 2021

East Coast Optimization Meeting 2021

The annual East Coast Optimization Meeting (ECOM) introduces students and early-career researchers to the current trends in optimization and creates a strong networking environment among academia, industry, and the national laboratories.

New life sciences hub will stage companies

A new life sciences hub will exist throughout the commonwealth, supported by a two-year, $3.2 million initiative funded by a GO Virginia statewide competitive matching grant, is lead the Northern Virginia BioHub, one of five clusters by Virginia Bio-Connect. The project, which is directed by the Virginia Biotechnology Association and the George Mason University and the Prince William County Department of Economic Development will.

George Mason University and the Prince William County Department of Economic Development will.

March 31, 2021

Full story

Arlington Campus:

Wednesday, March 31, 2021

Van Metre Plaza

3 to 5:30 p.m.

Arlington Campus:

Noon to 6 p.m.

Fairfax Campus:

The Hub (Side Pocket)

Noon to 6 p.m.

Our Promise

I believe it is important to clarify the process we took to get here, to not our first draft but rather a ‘zero draft’ as we are now to a point where we are seeking the collective and ongoing input on this plan from our broader Mason science community.

Leadership tomorrow. As a result of significant stakeholder input, this proposed plan also envisions our...